PUEBLO CRIME AND SAFETY NEWS - JOEL MONTOYA HAS BEEN NAMED AS THE 27-YEAR-OLD WHO DIED IN AN INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT MAY 17TH –

Police released that at about 2:40 pm, Pueblo police officers responded to Rocla Concrete Tie, Incorporated located at 3201 Lime Road regarding an industrial accident.

Upon arrival, officers discovered that Montoya, an employee with the company, was killed while a team of yard workers were moving train cars. Police said in a press release that the cause of death was that he became trapped between two train cars.

At this point detectives have not discovered any criminal activity that may have led to the incident, and it is currently being considered an accident. However a friend told us that she thinks that it may have been a case of neglect. "They needed to have more workers with him helping but none of them helped."

Friends and family have posted his name on Facebook, which may not be officially released in the mainstream media. According to an inside source, the case is still under investigation by detectives.

Photo of Joel Montoya with his baby as posted in comments of our first post about the accident. As of May 22nd, the date of this post, funeral arrangements had still not been set. Condolences to friends and family. May he RIP.
https://www.gofundme.com/joel-montoya-9219?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=fb_co_shareflow_m